RLSNAKE: A HYBRID REINFORCEMENT LEARNING APPROACH FOR ROAD DETECTION
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ABSTRACT:

Road network detection from very high resolution satellite and aerial images is highly important for diverse domains. Although an expert can label road pixels in a given image, this operation is prone to error and quite time consuming remembering that road maps must be updated regularly. Therefore, various computer vision based automated algorithms have been proposed in the last two decades. Nevertheless, due to the diversity of scenes, the field is still open for robust methods which might detect roads on different resolution images of different type of environments. In this study, we picked an earlier proposed road detection method which works based on traditional computer vision and probability theory algorithms. We improved it by further steps using reinforcement learning theory. With the help of the novel hybrid technique (traditional computer vision method combined with reinforcement learning based artificial intelligence), we achieved a solution that we call RLSnake. This new method can learn new image scenes and resolutions rapidly and can work reliably. We believe that the proposed RLSnake will be a significant step in the remote sensing field in order to develop solutions which might increase performance by combining the power of traditional and new techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION

Road network detection from a satellite or aerial image is an important and challenging remote sensing problem. Potential solutions might help with automatic update of the road maps. The resolutions of the recent satellite and aerial imaging sensors allow developing algorithms which might extract roads segments. However, the traditional computer vision techniques are not able to offer robust solutions for automatic segmentation due to high variance of the scene. For instance, road segments might have different intensity values and different widths. Moreover, junctions of unknown number of roads and roundabouts may increase the difficulty of the problem. Roads can be occluded by other nearby objects like buildings, trees and high number of vehicles on the road. Therefore, there is still need for advanced methods to extract road networks from high resolution satellite or aerial images.

Due to the importance of this challenging problem, there are many road detection methods in the literature. Among them, three articles catch eyes with their well classified literature survey for the existing road detection methods (Baumgartner et al., 1997, Mena, 2003, Unsalan and Boyer, 2005, Wang et al., 2016). One class of these studies focus on straight line based methods for road detection. Katartzis et al. (Katartzis et al., 2001) in their work first applied local analysis using morphological filters to detect straight lines. They also used line tracking methods for this purpose. Using global analysis and Markov Random Fields, they combined road segments. Several studies tackled the road detection problem from different perspectives. Pandit et al. (Pandit et al., 2009) used multi-temporal images for road detection. Different from previous studies, they first detect vehicles on the road. Then, they take these as seed points and detect the road network. Unfortunately, their method depends on availability of the geo-registered multi-temporal information. Hu et al. (Hu et al., 2007) defined the pixel footprint by homogeneous polygonal areas around each pixel. Using Fourier shape descriptors, they classified the road area. In the last two decades, researchers have proposed robust computer vision based methods to extract road network of very large scale areas (Sirmacek and Unsalan, 2012, Yadav and Agrawal, 2018). However, due to the complexity and high variety of the remote sensing images, these traditional methods could not be generalized. These methods also need a new set of parameter configuration when the scene changes. With the availability of high power processors and larger computer memories, the researchers have found opportunities to train deep learning networks which can learn how to identify and segment road segments automatically (Henry et al., 2018, Napiorkowska et al., 2018, Gao et al., 2019, Shi et al., 2018). The main advantage of these artificial intelligence based methods are their capabilities to find the optimal parameter set (the deep neural network weights) which can robustly extract the pixels which are the most likely to come from road segments. However, in order to train such deep learning networks, very large amount of labelled data sets are necessary. The training process can be performed only when such training data set exists. Even then, when the scene or the sensor type (resolution and scale) changes, the network cannot work successfully without being trained on another training data set which represents the new conditions. Therefore, the data set preparing challenges and the generalization problems still exist even with these new age methods. As discussed by Marcus (Marcus, 2020), there is a possibility that the next generation intelligent systems can be developed with the fusion of traditional computer vision and new artificial intelligence (AI).
based techniques. The information extracted by the traditional methods are still very valuable. Nevertheless, they could offer more robust and generalized solutions when we combine their power with the power of the AI techniques. Therefore, herein we propose a novel hybrid solution to detect the road network in high resolution satellite and aerial.

The proposed hybrid method consists of two main modules, as shown in Figure 1. In the first module, i.e. the Probabilistic Method, we use an earlier proposed computer vision and probability theory based road detection method in order to extract road primitives. This module first extracts potential road edge pixels and then uses these edges to predict road centers using a probabilistic method. Finally, the road network is achieved with an active shape algorithm. In the second module, i.e. the RLSNAKE, we benefit from a reinforcement learning (RL) based artificial intelligence framework for completing the road segments which were not detected by the first module. We tested our novel hybrid method on the ISPRS aerial image data set and also on panchromatic Ikonos satellite images which have much lower resolutions compared to the aerial images. We compared the results of the hybrid method with the previously proposed computer vision based method, which is also the first module of the hybrid method. Our experiments show that the hybrid approach has potential to open a new stage for developing fully automated solutions which can be adapted to the new environments by learning those scenes by only seeing one labelled image sample. Therefore, the hybrid method helps to solve the parameter adjustment and the generalization problem of the earlier proposed computer vision based algorithms. Furthermore, with the reinforcement based learning process, the proposed hybrid method does not require huge number of labelled images to learn new scene and sensor data unlike other deep learning based solutions proposed in the literature.

2. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

Reinforcement learning is the machine learning branch which aims to solve sequential decision making problems (Sutton and Barto, 2018). In this method, the agent (i.e. the decision-maker) tries to learn the optimal behaviour by only receiving a reward \( r_t \) for each action \( a_t \) taken by interacting with the environment. The policy \( \pi(s_t) \) is the mapping between the current state \( s_t \) that the agent perceives and the action \( a_t \). The optimal policy is the one that maximises the total cumulative reward

\[
R(s, a) = \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \gamma^t r_{t+1}
\]

where \( r_{t+1} \) is the reward associated to the transition from the state \( s_t \) to \( s_{t+1} \) through action \( a_t \) and \( \gamma \) is the discount factor, i.e. parameter indicating the confidence in future rewards.

Several RL algorithms estimate the state value function \( V(s_t) \) or the state-action value function \( Q(s_t, a_t) \) and infer the optimal policy from it. This category of methods is usually called value-function-based approaches in literature. Q-learning is one of them method (Sutton and Barto, 2018). It estimates the state-action value function \( Q(s_t, a_t) \), that is an estimate of how good is choosing a certain action in a given state.

Deep Q-Network (DQN) is the extension of Q-learning employing function approximators (e.g. neural networks) to approximate the state-action value function (Mnih et al., 2013). DQN is now capable of handling continuous state spaces and highly discretized state-action spaces (very common in many applications). The algorithm, however, inherits training instabilities from the neural network. In RL, the collected samples are strongly temporally correlated and the assumption is of independent and identically distributed data is not valid. This temporal correlation of samples makes the training of the Q-network unstable. Thus, experience replay is used to generate training batches composed by randomly sampled data points breaking their temporal correlation (Lin, 1992). Moreover, the loss function

\[
L = (r_t + \max_{a_{t+1}} Q(s_{t+1}, a_{t+1}) - Q(s_t, a_t))^2
\]

requires a target \( r_t + \max_{a_{t+1}} Q(s_{t+1}, a_{t+1}) \) to compute the
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temporal difference (TD) error that is then back-propagated to optimize the network parameters. Unfortunately, this target is non-stationary if computed using the same network that is updated. This generates additional instability. To solve this problem, Double DQN (DDQN) uses a copy of the Q-network to compute target values (van Hasselt et al., 2015).

3. METHODOLOGY

In this section, the proposed methodology is presented. First, we show how road detection can be phrased as an RL problem. Then, two different reward functions are discussed. Eventually, the neural network architecture is provided.

3.1 Road Detection as RL Problem

We rephrase the road detection problem as one of RL. In particular, the environment corresponds to the image itself viewed as a grid. The agent is positioned in a certain grid-cell (pixel) with coordinates \( x \) and \( y \). It can choose to move to a neighbouring pixel. The goal is to detect the roads in images as can be seen in Figs 2. To do so, we aim at learning a robust policy to keep the agent moving on the roads and prevent getting out of them. If such a policy is learned, the trajectory, i.e. the sequence of actions taken by the agent, corresponds to the detected road network.

In this study, the chosen RL-algorithm is DDQN for its simplicity. However, another RL-algorithm with discrete action space can also be employed as the method does not strictly depend on it.

In the proposed approach, the agent can choose between three possible actions as move up, move down, and move forward at each time step. To choose a certain action, the agent has to observe the environment. For computational efficiency, the agent can observe only a portion of the image through a square window centered in its current position. The agent at the beginning of each episode is initialized in pixel corresponding to a road pixel.

3.2 Hybrid Approach

Even when an optimal RL-policy can be found, the RL-method alone would still require the knowledge of the coordinates of few road pixels, i.e. seeds, in order to initialize the RL-agent. Herein, we propose an iterative algorithm integrating the learning approach with the road extraction approach proposed in (Sirmacek and Unsalan, 2010). In Algorithm 1, we mention this computer vision and probability based traditional method as the old method. In particular, the initial seeds, i.e. root seeds, can be extracted by sampling from the road segments detected using the method in this earlier method. These seeds can then be used to initialize the agent on the road. Moreover, we employ the last positions reached by the RL-agent at the previous iteration of the algorithm as additional initialization seeds to reduce the number of root seeds required. At each iteration, the agent is randomly spawned on one of the possible seeds and a fixed amount of actions is executed. We summarized the overall hybrid learning procedure in Algorithm 1.

3.3 Reward Function

The choice of reward function is a key element of RL as the policy is learned through it. We propose two different reward functions, one using ground truth information and one without. The first reward function utilizes ground truth images, as in Figs. 2(b), (d) and (f). In these images, pixels corresponding to roads have higher intensity than the rest. We then shape the reward function based on the intensity information. In particular, we reward the agent with a term equal to the exponential of the intensity of the pixels in a \( 3 \times 3 \) window, centered around the agent position. The exponential is chosen to further penalize leaving-the-road behaviours. The reward function is

\[
R(s) = e^{-I_{GT}(x_t, y_t)}
\]

where \( \gamma \) is the scaling factor and \( I_{GT}(x_t, y_t) \) is the intensity of the ground truth image in a \( 3 \times 3 \) window centered in the current position of the agent in the image.

3.4 The Neural Network Architecture

The DDQN algorithm estimates the state-action value function \( Q \), represented by a neural network. The neural network architecture is as in Fig. 3.

The \( Q \)-network inputs an observation window corresponding portion of the original image. This passes through a first 2D convolution layer with 16 filters and kernel size \( 5 \times 5 \) followed by another 2D convolution with 32 filters and kernel size \( 7 \times 7 \). After each convolution layer, max pooling is used. After flattening output of the last max pooling layer, the observation vector is passed through three fully connected/dense layers with 512, 256, and 3 neurons respectively (i.e. one \( Q \)-value estimate per action). Each layer has ReLU activation with the exception of the output layer that has a linear activation function. The same network architecture is used both for grayscale satellite images and RGB aerial images by adapting only the input shape of the first convolution layer.

4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

4.1 Training and Testing

We aim at training two RL agents to detect roads in satellite and aerial images using the proposed method. These images are downsampled by 10. For both agents, the \( Q \)-network is trained for 100000 steps using images from each data set (satellite and aerial). To explore the environment, \( \epsilon \)-greedy exploration with \( \epsilon = 0.5 \) is employed. Thus, the agent picks a random action with probability of 0.5 throughout the training. This prevents the agent to get stuck in local minima and allow exploring more...
interesting actions. Because the reward function is shaped according to Eqn 3, we use only a single ground truth image for shaping the reward function.

To improve the generalization properties of the policy, the agent is spawn on a different road pixel at the beginning of each episode. The agent can take up to 100 actions in one episode. The episodes end if the maximum number of actions is reached. In order to choose an action, the agent observes the environment. In this case it is natural to allow the agent to observe the image to detect the road from. However, not all parts of the image is needed. Only the portion close to the agent’s current position will suffice. In Fig. 4, training results with different observation window sizes are shown.

As long as the window size is not too small (e.g. smaller than \(31 \times 31\)), the performance of different agents are similar in terms of cumulative reward. However, the training time doubles for every increment of the window size. Thus, a window size of dimensions \(51 \times 51\) is chosen as the best trade off between detection performance and speed.

The parameters used in our experiments can be found in Table 1.

After the training phase, road detection performances are evaluated on the images by initializing the agent on a random road-
pixel and by following the policy without adding noise on the actions.

5. RESULTS

In this section, we present and analyse the training results using the aerial image in Fig. 2e. In particular, the total cumulative reward for each training episode is shown in Fig. 5. The positive trend of the curve indicates that the agent is learning to stay on the road.

![Figure 5. Cumulative reward throughout the training episodes. The solid line represents the average cumulative reward and the shaded area its variance.](image)

After training, we evaluate the policy on the same image by randomly selecting different initial positions for the agent. In Fig. 6, the results obtained at different iterations of the hybrid method introduced in Sec. 3.2 are presented. The root seeds generated by the previous approach (Sirmacek and Ünsalan, 2010) are highlighted in green, while the additional seeds corresponding to the last positions of the agent at the previous iteration of the algorithm are highlighted in white. Furthermore, the segments of road detected at each iteration are visualized with different colors. It is worth to mention that when the agent reaches a road junction we are not giving any preference on the choice of the direction, thus the agent is free to choose which direction to follow. Furthermore, the RL-approach can robustly detect the road even in presence of visual distractors, i.e. shadows on the asphalt, cars and trees. This can be noticed in Fig. 2e.

Eventually, we evaluate the hybrid approach on an unseen image. The results are shown in Fig. 7. The RL-agent can still detect most of the roads even after training on a single image.

6. DISCUSSION

6.1 Comparison with the computer vision based method

In Fig. 8, we provide the road probability matrix generated by the chosen computer vision based method and its final road detection result (Sirmacek and Ünsalan, 2010). The method was developed for Ikonos satellite image resolutions. Therefore, parameters were not adjusted for aerial images. In order to make the resolution of the aerial images similar to Ikonos satellite images, we resized the aerial images by 1% before running the algorithm. However, the preprocessing caused smoothing of road edges and the probability matrix could not highlight the whole road network. It is possible that the results could be improved by searching for the best preprocessing method which preserves the road edges while compressing the image resolution. However, this indicates that the traditional computer vision and probability based method is not suitable to be used with different resolution images, unless an intensive research is performed for adjusting the all parameter set of the algorithm for the new sensor images.

In Fig. 6, we provide results of the RL-Snake algorithm when it is initiated from the end points of the road segments which were extracted with the earlier approach (Fig. 6b). In Fig. 8 (b) and (c), we provide the final result of the old approach and the combined segments of the RL-Snake results. To measure the performances, we use completeness and correctness which are one of the most common metrics used for evaluating road detection systems (Wiedemann et al., 1998). The completeness of a set of predictions is the fraction of true roads that were correctly detected, while the correctness is the fraction of predicted roads that are true roads. Since the road centre line locations that we used to generate ground truth are often noisy we compute relaxed completeness and correctness scores. Namely, completeness represents the fraction of true road pixels that are within r pixels of a predicted road pixel, while correctness measures the fraction of predicted road pixels that are within r pixels of a true road pixel. In our experiments (just like the reference article of the metric descriptions), we set r to 3 pixels. Comparing to the road benchmark given within the ISPRS data set, the old method had 99.89% and the RL-Snake method had 97.37% correctness scores. This indicates that both methods provided true road pixels, staying quite accurately on the real road segments. However, when we look at the completeness of the results, we see that the old method can detect 25.55% of the whole road network and the RL-Snake method can detect 64.94%. However, the new hybrid method (Fig. 6) can detect 89.94% of the whole road network. Results show the reliability of the new hybrid intelligence for completing the road network.

6.2 Comparison with deep learning based approaches

We expect that the readers will question why we have not used a deep learning approach, even though they show high success at many different applications when semantic segmentation is needed. In order to train such a semantic segmentation model, deep learning based approaches need great amount of labelled data set. The ISPRS data set which is used in this study comes with labelled roads. Although, even those (less than 50 images) would not be enough to train a model. Even if a labelled big training data set was obtained, then there would be a new challenge when the test scene changes. For instance, the model that we trained with the spatial resolution of the ISPRS data set, would not be able to detect roads in the satellite images (since their appearance are very different). Thus, we would need a big data set with labels for each different scene (or each different sensor scale/resolution) and we would need to re-train the deep learning model in order to be able to extract roads in them. One of the most significant contributions of our novel hybrid intelligence -RL-Snake- becomes highlighted at this point. As we have illustrated in our examples, it is possible to re-train the RL-Snake using only one image patch when the test image resolution changes. Unlike deep learning methods, it is not necessary to find a few gigabytes of labelled data set for the new training process. In order to illustrate this advantage, we have trained our RL-Snake on a small satellite image patch.
Figure 6. Hybrid approach on the training image. The starting seeds are highlighted in green (root seeds) and in white (last positions seed). The trajectories generated by the RL-agent at each iteration are highlighted with different colors.

Figure 7. Hybrid approach on an unseen image. The starting seeds are highlighted in green (root seeds) and in white (last positions seed). The trajectories generated by the RL-agent at each iteration are highlighted with different colors.

Figure 8. Results obtained by the traditional approach using the chosen algorithm which uses a traditional computer vision and probability based method. (a) The probability matrix showing the pixels which are likely to be a part of the road network and (b) The first step of the road detection process extracts the network segments with the highest probabilities. (c) The final road detection result after running the active shape growing method of the old algorithm (The active shape iteratively follows the highest next probability pixel, starting from the end points of the road segments extracted in the previous step).
and tested on entire satellite image.  

7. CONCLUSION

We introduced a novel hybrid method for automated and robust road detection from remotely sensed images. The new hybrid method combines the computer vision and probability theory based method with a reinforcement learning based method. Thus, the new age artificial intelligence method is combined with the traditional methods in order to increase robustness to the variation of the input data and to increase the intelligence to deal with different image scale and resolutions. The hybrid framework showed its capability to learn how to process a different sensor data by seeing one labelled image only. This new feature also shows the major advantage of the hybrid method over other deep learning based methods which need thousands of labelled images for training. Our experiments on different resolution scenes from different scenes show the potential of this new hybrid method to solve the road network extraction problem from remote sensing images.
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